NEWS COMMENT INSPIRATION DEBATE

‘We celebrate Jesus’ resurrection but
are left to wonder and imagine’

‘… suddenly there was a great earthquake; for an angel of the Lord, descending
from heaven, came and rolled back the stone and sat on it. His appearance was like
lightning, and his clothing white as snow. …’
Matthew 28: 1-10

T

he Gospel resurrection stories
give us great drama – especially
in this account from Matthew.
An earthquake, an angel, a
missing body and a meeting with Jesus.
Hardly a normal start to the week.
But, despite all the drama, there is no
account of the resurrection itself. In fact,
there’s no account of the resurrection in
any of the Gospels. We encounter the
risen Jesus, the women’s reactions and,
later, the men’s reactions – but nothing
of the actual resurrection.
We may celebrate Jesus’ resurrection
every Sunday, or perhaps at an Easter
sunrise service, or as part of the sharing
of bread and wine, but we are left to
wonder and imagine. Did resurrection
happen in a moment, or was it a process
– one that perhaps started on the cross?
In Bruce Springsteen’s autobiography,
he talks about resurrection being
understood not through the teaching of
the local church but by his dad bringing
home broken radios and breathing new
life into them on his work bench. A
process. In the scriptures – whether it’s
a reading of the creation story, a journey
with Moses or a wilderness retreat –
very often, we encounter God through a
patient process. Very often, this process
is at odds with our society that can often
demand an instant fix, instant change,
or instant resurrection.
For a while now, I have taken a keen
interest in the city of Detroit. A city of
such proud history, yet when I visited
in 2015, I found it in a mess. It has a
population of around 680,000 and
around 25% are unemployed. Illiteracy
rates are over 45% among adults and
children. In some areas, three out of
every four students drop out of school.

Pictured: Residents of Detroit
planting home gardens

‘I saw a different
resurrection – God
bringing new life’
For a while, school children were asked
to bring their own toilet paper to school
as the schools couldn’t afford it.
Detroit is one of the most dangerous
cities in the USA. During my visit,
I saw homes burning, a fire service
unable to fight fire because of the
poor condition of its engines, a mayor
trying to overcome corruption, factories
standing derelict – good only for drugs
and homelessness, and children with
no sense of hope or positivity. It was
tempting to think of Detroit as a city
stuck in perpetual Good Friday.
But I also saw resurrection. A
different resurrection from the one
of Matthew’s story, but God at work,
bringing new life. A church project I was
part of understood the need for new life,
but it also understood the patience that

was needed to make this happen. They
held onto the sight of the resurrected
– the risen Christ – but they also had a
vision for resurrection.
I saw children being encouraged back
into education. I saw vegetable patches
being built with wood from homes
that had been demolished. I saw people
who had lost economic privilege being
granted the freedom to make choices. I
saw new life being patiently brought into
being. And I saw forgiveness and love.
In Jesus, we have examples of people
almost being patiently drawn into new
life – Nicodemus for example. There are
stories of sudden experiences – such
as the women at the tomb meeting
the angel (from which they are told to
‘go quickly’) but often, people are sent,
and these women are the first to carry
with them the news and the vision for
resurrection. Perhaps they take on the
role of the angel?
I hope that at some stage this Easter,
we may have an uplifting experience – a
moment. It is part of the Easter story
after all. But I also hope that we may be
granted the gift of being encouraged to
carry the vision for resurrection. Just
as with Bruce Springsteen’s dad, it will
probably take work and patience.
Even though this story is amazing, I
don’t think that Matthew wants us to
read about this resurrection and then
just sit back and bathe in the glory
of the risen Lord. In fact, the Great
Commission is just around the corner in
this very same chapter.
When did the resurrection take
place? I don’t know. When does God
want resurrection to happen? Well, if
the kingdom is yet to come in all its
fullness – then we are called to live
resurrection lives all the time. Maybe
we are all called to be the women of this
story, carrying a vision for resurrection
in our hearts and in our hands. Happy
resurrection celebration.
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Small group discussion questions
April 2017
Chapter & verse – David Downing (page 16)
Read Matthew 28:1-10 followed by David Downing’s article.
1. How important is resurrection to you in your Christian faith?
2. David notes in the first paragraph of ‘Chapter & verse’ that there are no accounts of the
resurrection of Jesus in the Bible stories. Why do you imagine, think or feel that is?
3. Considering Bruce Springsteen’s idea of resurrection (paragraph three), do you have a
picture of a resurrection from your faith or your life? Describe it to each other.
4. In paragraphs four to seven, David talks about finding elements of Good Friday and of
resurrection in Detroit. Are there Good Friday and Easter Day places which you know? Can
you say why they speak of Good Friday or Easter to you?
5. What could a vision or process of resurrection look like in your life, your church, your
community or city?
6. In paragraphs eight and nine David talks about sudden moments and slow experiences.
Have you had experience of both in your spiritual life? Which is more important?
7. Who is the risen Christ to you today?
8. What would you like other people, unconnected to your church, to feel, share or know
about the resurrection of Christ? How would you say that in words?
For further reflection: ‘For he raised us from the dead along with Christ and seated us with
him in the heavenly realms because we are united with Christ Jesus.’ Ephesians 2:6
(New Living Translation)
Prayer: Risen Christ, inspire us to turn places of Good Friday into Easter new life with our
words, prayers and lives. Amen
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